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Select Income REIT (SIR) owns real estate in Hawaii (228 properties) and mainland USA (14 office, 11

industrial buildings), for a combined 21,000 sq. feet of rentable area. SIR is a subsidiary of CWH, a $7.8 BB real
estate investment firm. REITS must distribute 90% of taxable income, excluding net capital gains. CWH will own 70%
of the shares, and receive $35 MM in dividends, which implies dividend payout of $50 MM, which is roughly 90%
of NOI. The Form S-11 reveals $250 MM from the equity offering will go toward repaying part of the $400 MM
outstanding from CWH, thereby recouping part of the seed capital. Total acquired assets are around $1 BB, so it is
a pro rata equity offering - $300 MM recoupment for relinquishing 30% ownership. CWH seems like a competent
investment firm, highlighted in a recent PPT presentation, by exiting lower grade commercial buildings with
realized gains during the bottoming out in 2008-2011, and acquiring CBD, newer buildings with the gains at rock
bottom prices.
The portfolio will be managed by RMR. Is it the actual portfolio management, or more administrative
tasks? Paying out 0.5% management fee based off the historic cost of buildings, which is about $5 MM ($900 MM
x 0.5%) plus 3% of revenue, which is about $2.5 MM, for a grand total of $7.5 MM, or 8.5% of revenue. I
remember when I interned at a multi-family property investment firm, they would only 1) run models, 2) round up
financing, 3) monitor the properties from a high level perspective, while all the ground work was finished by third
party companies like RMR. In So. Cal., companies like MacBeth ring a bell and many others were small scale
operations, with employees ranging from 10 to 50 people. Barry and Adam Portnoy, trustees of the fund, are also
Managing Trustees at CWH and they own RMR. This cross ownership explains why the fund is willing to pay a
seemingly hefty management fee, since it is out one pocket, into the other.
Rev is $88 MM, with $55 coming from Hawaii and $25 from mainland. 60-65% NI off $90 MM revenue,
or $55-$60 MM. These are fantastic margins, not visible in most sectors. Average effective rental rate is $4.00/sq.
ft. The Hawaiian property rents reset annually so we could anticipate revenue growth of +20% come expiration of
the leases, without further investments. The co. owns the land on 215 properties in Hawaii, with leases averaging
14 years. 95% leased, 238 different tenants, avg. 12 year lease term. NOI, FFO averaging about $70 MM. With a
cap rate of 6%, the portfolio is worth about $1.17 BB. A cap rate of 6%, is similar to a Price/EBITDA of 16x.
Capital structure will be 70% equity from CWH, 30% equity from public. CWH’s equity piece will
disappear as the revolving credit is drawn to repay the seed capital, thereby leveraging the balance sheet. Plans
are to draw $200 MM, which will go toward repaying CWH and operational usage. So assets are $900 MM, FCF is
roughly $55 MM, of which $50 MM will be paid out. We use 5 years of FCF. Assets will stay relatively the same so
no realized capital is assumed. Disposition price will include 3 more years of FCF, which gives us a $1.3 BB EV
value. Backing out the $200 MM in revolving credit, the equity piece will be $1.1 BB (inclusive of dividend
distribution), or a 22% return over 5 years, equivalent to 4% annualized return. This assumption is a base case
scenario, assuming the value of properties are not reflected in stock and property value stays the same. We can
expect a greater alpha if property value rises.

